Cairns’ only Dedicated
Marine Education, Research & Conservation Company
Rated 5 out of 5 on Trip Advisor and Facebook.
See our last Trip Advisor reviews
“Excellent Experience”
“Informative and Entertaining”
“Do it!”
“Excellent –Do not miss!”
Reef Teach has achieved Trip Advisor’s Certificate of Excellence for the last 4 years (2014,
2015 2016 and 2017)
REEF TEACH performs an evening show about the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) from
Tuesday to Saturday, 18:30 to 20:30. Over the past 25 years our show has grown based on
peoples desire to know more about what they can see on the GBR. We consider Reef
Teach as an information-sharing event, where we as marine biologist share with the public
how one can interact and experience the Great Barrier Reef when going for a fun dive or
snorkel.
The Reef Teach team is highly qualified marine biologists, not “marine naturalists” (all have
post graduate degrees) that have a combine 50 years of experience in the marine biology
field.
The information we share is chosen specifically to enhance tourists visit to the Great Barrier
Reef. Firstly, we show travellers what a wild range of animals they can actually see, from
individuals the size of a pins head right up to dolphins and whales. Most of what
divers/snorkelers see they don’t know they have seen. So by introducing people to the
difference marine animals when they see them they actually see them. Secondly, we share
the fascinating back-stories of many of these animals. This is what dramatically increases
traveller’s enjoyment level of the GBR. Finally we give them those helpful hints on how or
where to find certain individuals and how to get the most out of their interactions with these
amazing animals.
We achieve this by taking people on a tour of the GBR with the use of high quality images,
videos and real specimens. Our marine biologists use of fun, positive and accurate
information, which engages tourists with the Great Barrier Reef. We all thoroughly love what
we do and through our easy to listen to, entertaining and positive style of speaking we make
it easy to remember our information. We also encourage questions during and after the
show. This gives our customers a more personal experience during our show and at the
Great Barrier Reef.
To Book Call: Gareth or Natalie
T: 4031 7794 or E: learn@reefteach.com.au
For more information go to our Website: www.reefteach.com.au

“WITH LEARNING COMES APPRECIATION…”

